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Sleeker. Faster. Freer.
A modern upgrade to the Free2, the Free3 brings you the same ergonomic design and quality, with the added
benefits of more speed, more buttons, better precision and optional wireless technology.
Natural feel, natural movement. An advanced sensor
located underneath the rollerbar allows for more precise
cursor movements without changing the feel.
Speed without compromise. RollerMouse Free3 offers
greater cursor speed selection than its predecessor.
Ten speeds range between 600 and 2800 dpi, allowing
the cursor to move quicker and easier across multiple
monitors or large screens.
Usability. RollerMouse Free3 sports more padding
with its new built-in wrist rest for increased comfort.
The fully open, more stable rollerbar allows for more
room to move with 14" of bar access, which is our most
spacious yet. Free3 is ideal for a variety of hand and
body sizes and combines flawlessly with laptops for any
environment.
New features for a modern take. The Free3 has two new
buttons for forward and back to be used in most internet
browsers. It also has a sturdier, aluminum base and a
softer bar click, so not to disturb your workflow.

Slimmest design, still. At 0.9" high, the RollerMouse
Free3 still boasts the lowest profile in the RollerMouse
family, helping to maintain a proper, ergonomic
position. Its slim design also puts it at the perfect
height for use with the Balance Keyboard.
Choose between our wired or wireless version of
RollerMouse Free3 to best fit your needs and the way
to work.
The cursor speed button cycles through
10 dpi settings. The first 5 blue LED lights
represent 600-1400 dpi and the next 5
green lights are 1600-2800 dpi.
(Wireless only).

This small, wireless receiver can be
securely stored in the magnetized battery
housing when not in use. (Wireless only).
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Key Features

Standard Button Functions

A. Built-in wrist rest.
B. Extra padding for superior wrist comfort.
C. 7 pre-programmed button functions.
D. Quick and easy speed selection with just one click.
E. 14 inches of fully-open rollerbar.

Top left: copy and paste
Top right: page back and page forward
Large left: standard mouse click left
Large right: standard mouse click right
Bottom: double-click
Scroll wheel: standard mouse scroll up and down
Cursor speed: default setting is 1000 dpi

Technical Specifications
Width
Depth
Height
Cursor Speed
Connection
Power source
Driver needed
Customizable Buttons
Warranty
Compatibility

19.25 in
4.75 in
0.9 in
600-2800 dpi
Wired cable or wireless
USB charger (wireless)
No
Yes (TBA)
2 years from date of purchase
Mac and PC

Stay connected.
Use the on/off switch to save power
when the wireless connection is not
needed.

Fast... or faster?
Adjust the rollerbar's click-force
with a simple switch.
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